The **Game Changer Awards** is an exciting new competition for WA students that is about rewarding and recognising excellence in the application of STEM and computational skills.

The Awards has an educational focus and links in with the **Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM)** components of the WA School Curriculum. Designed to showcase ideas and celebrate achievements, the competition aims to encouraging young people to engage with STEM and apps in **fun, creative and challenging** ways.

Participating in Game Changer is an opportunity to showcase the creative talents of students and ensure that projects and work undertaken as part of the competition will count towards achieving the **STEM curriculum outcomes**.

Today’s kids and their ideas for today and tomorrow will change the game as we know it. The purpose of Game Changer Awards is to inspire and enable youth to build their **dreams and creations** through an environment that rewards **ideas, imagination and a dare-to-try attitude** in producing outstanding applications using a wide range of digital technologies.

To participate, submit an Expression of Interest by 7th April 2017 to

[info@gamechangerawards.com.au](mailto:info@gamechangerawards.com.au)


*The Game Changer Award is organised by the Game Changer Sub-Committee, operating as part of the Western Australian Information Technology and Telecommunications Alliance, WAITTA. WAITTA is the peak Information and Communications Technology (ICT) industry body responsible for organising the Incite Awards.*